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"" FORWORD

The Human Factors Technical Area is concerned with improving man/
machine systems to acquire, transmit, process, disseminate, and utilize
information from the increasingly complex battlefield. The research is
focused on the interface problems and -interac:ions ithin command and
control centers and is concerned with such areas as user-oriented systems,
software development, information managem'ent, staff operations and pro-

- cedures, decision support, and systems integration and utilizition.

One area of special research interest involves the design and eval-
uation of procedures to increase efficiency and accuracy of user-computer
interactions. Advances in user-approachable systems would reduce errors,
increase input rates, and provide for well-structured outputs to help
realize the potential benefits of automation for command and control
applications. The present research evaluated the potential benefit of
generating abbreviations in a systematic manner and informing operators
about the system. It is part of a continuing effort to provide the command
staff with efficient vocabularies, message structures, and "natural" lan-
guage elements for interacting with battlefield automated systems. Such

- research provides techniques and methods which can be incorporated into
plans for Army-wide automated systems.

As a result of this research project, guidelines for improved "'user-
oriented" abbreviations will be available to the designers of battlefield
automated systems. This will improve the performance of the system and
eliminate a simple but potent source of operator frustration and system
error. Together with other human factors projects designed to improve the
operator-computer interface, the working environmeni for the soldier/
operator will be tremendously improved.

J~c EPH 7~'DNE~
T 9chnica'k Di ctor
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ABBREVIATIONS: L'2VKO'N, OFE.ATD& P-EFOi~PA;NCE ON BATh1EFIELD AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS1

BRIEF

Requirements:

To improve the design of abbreviations so that they are easy to remem-
ber and to use. Poor abbreviation performance can usually be attributed to
the absence of a systematic relationship between words and their abbre-
viations. This forces people to rely upon rote memory in order to perform
the task. That is, they have to learn every abbreviation as well as its
association to a word. But if the abbreviations are generated by a simple
rule which people understand, then the memory load is greatly reduced.

Procedure:

Three experiments were performed to iuvestigate: (1) people's sub-
jective rating of abbreviations; (2) their ability to encode words; and (3)
their ability to decode abbreviations. In the last two experiments,
participants were told the rule used to generate the abbreviations.

Each experiment considered four variables: abbreviation technique
(truncation or contraction), abbreviation length (fixed or variable), the
effect of incorporating endings (ING, ED, and S) into abbreviations, and
the effect of intermixing abbreviations which were generated by an abbre-
viation rule with those which were not (deviants).

Findings:

Rating Experiment. Subjective ratings of abbreviations found contrac-
tion abbreviations to be slightly preferred over truncation a'zreV-a:icns.
On the other hand, there was no preference as to a brevia:ion lemzt.
Also, participants had no preference regarding whether or not an en cin was

incorporated into an abbreviation. As for abbreviations fcrmeC "-y a rule,
they were rated higher than abbreviations generated in. an unsyste=atic
manner.

Encoding Experiment. When participants knew the atorevia:io= rules,
truncation abbreviations were easier to produce than contraction abbre-
viations. In addition, it did not matter if the abbreviations were fixed
or variable in length. But performance was poorer when endii -ns ad to be
incorporated into abbreviations. As for terms whose abreviations were
deviant, their presence did not affect the encoding of ters wh"ih followed
a rule. However, terms having deviant abbreviations were =zrkec w t ant
asterisk. Finally, the encoding of terms whose abbreviations followed a
rule was superior to the encoding of terms whose abbreviations did not.

~vii
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Decoding xperi e-:. When participants knew the abbreviation rules,
"" there were no maior :ifferences in the ability to decode abbreviations

generated by the truncation and contraction techniques. Truncation,
however, was superior in the presence of abbreviations which did not follow
a rule. Also, the spelling of a word decoded from a truncation abbre-

* viation was more likely to be correct than one decoded from a contraction
- abbreviation. As for abbreviation length, variable length abbreviations
"* were decoded more often than fixed length ones but the former were also

longer and that probably accounts for the difference. With regard to
the method used for incorporating endings into abbreviations, it did result

* in making those endings easier to decode. Finally, rule generated abbre-
viations were decoded more often than were deviant abbreviations.

Utilization of Findings:

These experiments are the last in a series of experiments designed
- to determine what are good abbreviations for use on battlefield automated

systems. As a result of this series of experiments, a final report is
being prepared to present system designers with recommended techniques for
generating abbreviations. However, an interim set of guidelines is pre-
sented at the end of this report.

17
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ABBREVIATIONS: -- R:..G OP_-R:0T PiFORLANCE ON EAT hEFIELD AL'TOATED
SYSTEXS

• -., I T±RODUCT I ON;

Abbreviations are universally employed to expedite data entry and
reduce the space (field) occupied by a message. however, when abbrevi-
ations are hard to remember, work slows, errors increase, and operators
become frustrated. Although these problems are undesirable under any
circumstances, poor abbreviations can be more than an inconvenience in
battlefield automated systems. Figure 1 shows a screen display proposed
for the Tactical Operating System (TOS), a prototype command and control
system of the 1960's and 1970's. As is readily apparent, an operator

_* could neither enter nor extract. information from the TOS data base without
a good grasp of the abbreviations used on the system. And given that
the operator of such a battlefield automated syste= night be under fire,
on double shift, or a recent replacement, the probability is high that
he will fail to remember some of the abbreviations. (More discussion
of data entry on battlefield automated systems can be found in Alderman,

* Ehrenreich, and Bindewald, 1980).

This report represents part of a research progra= undertaken to
discover how abbreviations should be constructed. The remainder of the
program is presented in Moses and Potash (1979) and Moses, .Mendez, and
Ehrenreich (in preparation). Together, the research presented in these
reports are the basis for developing guidelines for better operator-
oriented abbreviations. Some guidelines appear in this report, but a
last report (Ehrenreich, in preparation) will present the i-forma:ion in a
form suitable for direct application by Army system designers.

BACKGROUND

All abbreviation techniques are not equally effective an--: a nuber
of factors must be weighed in selecting among them. If abbreviations
are used primarily to facilitate data entry, the user/operatcr needs
only to encode words (i.e., convert them into their abbreviations) prior to
typing them. But, if abbreviations are used to reduce nessage spa:e, then
operators must decode the abbreviations (i.e., translate the- into words)
to understand the message. Abbreviations that are easy tc decoce may no:
be easy to encode.

Another factor which may influence the choice of an ab.reviation
technique is the number of words which are to be abbreviated. Fcr ex-
ample, command languages (languages used to execute a prozra= conve-
niently, e.g., job control languages, text editors) typically have s=all
vocabularies. On the other hand, query languages (Ehrereich, "950) an-

-1-
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fill-in-the-blank (i.e., zr=n---.2"4:ng) dialogues may have over a hundred
words in their vocabuaries. An abbreviation technicue that is suitable
for a small vocabulary may not be suitable when the vocabulary is large.
The technique of "inimu-o-distinguish" (also called "command completion"

.. and "autocompletion") is an example.

Under the system of minimu-to-distinguish, an operator enters only
the first few letters of a word. But enough letters must be entered to
make the abbreviation unique. For vocabularies containing ten words, the
first one or two letters of a word will usually suffzce. But if a vocab-
ulary contains a hundred words, then the number of initial letters that
are needed will vary greatly from one word to another. Thus, minimum-to-
distinguish requires that operators learn how many letters are needed to
abbreviate each word.

Still other factors which must be considered in choosing an abbre-
viation technique are operator training, experience, and frequency of
interaction (i.e., how often the operator uses the system and its abbre-
viations). Most any reasonable abbreviation technique will suffice for
experienced operators who are constantly working with the system. But
when operator turnover is frequent as is true for military systems
or if the system is designed to support non-dedicated users, the shortest
abbreviations might not be the best.

Finally, speed-accuracy and space-accuracy trade-offs should be
considered. For instance, the longer an abbreviation is (and thus the
more space it occupies), the greater the likelihood that it will be
interpreted correctly. Likewise, the more letters that an operator enters

* when using the minimum-to-distinguish technique, the greater the likeli-
" hood that the abbreviation will be unique and therefore acceptabie.

However, this increase in accuracy occurs at a cost in the nuber of key
strokes and the amount of space occupied on the dis;lay.

There are numerous techniques used to generate user-oriented abbre-
viations. These include techniques for producing abbreviations that are
phonetic approximations of the original words (Schneider, Eirsh-Pasek, an
Nudelman, 1981) and techniques for producing "natural" abb.revia:ions
(Ackroff and Streeter, 1981; Streeter, Ackroff, and Taylor, .SS). :he
latter refcrs to abbreviations which are similar to the ones nez: create
for themselves. Still another abbreviation technique can be ff.... Z I-
McBride, Lambert, and Lane (1981). Their abbreviation ---- " - _e.-c-
tively deletes the less "important" letters in a word.

The two most common methods for creating abbreviations are trunat'ion
and contraction (Hodge and Pennington, 1973). The abbreviation technique
of truncation involves retaining the first few letters of a wcrd az

-3-



deleting the remainder. horeover, the number of letters that are retained
may either be constant (fixed len:h abbreviations), or it can vary
depending upon the length of the original word (variable length
abbreviations).

In contraction abbreviations, some specified set of letters (usually
vowels) are deleted starting at the right end of a word and progressing to
the left. However, the first letter of the word is never deleted. (For
Hodge and Perrington, 1973, the last letter of the word is also always
retained.) Again, these abbreviations can be either fixed or variable in
length. The reason for deleting letters in right to lef- order is that for
some words, deleting all of the vowels might result in too short an abbre-
viation. An example is the word CREASE, whose contraction (vowels removed),
fixed length (four letters) abbreviation is CRES. Examples of abbreviations
formed by the truncation and contraction techniques are shown in Table 1.

A set of experiments by hoses, Mendez, and Ehrenreich (1980) compared
performance on abbreviations generated by some of these techniques. In
these experiments, participants studied 90 word-abbreviation pairs (e.g.,
CAPTAIN-CPT), seeing each pair either one, three, or six times (repeated
items were not blocked within the list). Three techniques were used to
generate the abbreviations: truncation-variable length, contraction-
variable length (vowels and H, W, Y were removed), and abbreviations
proposed for Army use (these abbreviations followed no systematic pattern).
For each participant, one third of the abbreviations were formed by each
technique and the abbreviations from the three techniques were randomly
placed within the stimulus lists. Thus, participants could not discern an
abbreviation rule when performing the task. The stimulus pairs were
individually projected onto a screen and each time that they appeared,
participants copied them using pencil and paper.

Following the study phase, participants were divided into groups. One
group was tested on its ability to encode all 90 words (produce the
abbreviation when given the word), while the other group was tested on its
ability to decode all 90 abbreviations (recall the word when givez the

"* abbreviation).

For encoding, there was no significant difference between --y abbre-
viations and truncation abbreviations, and both were signifiant:iy superior
to contraction abbreviations. Performance on the Army and :runzatnon
abbreviations ranged from 31 percent correct for stinmuli seen onlv cnce
during the study phase to 62 percent correct for stimuli seen six tines.
Decoding performance, however, showed no significant differentes am=
the three abbreviation techniques. Abbreviations which had been seen only
once during the study phase were correctly decoded 70 percent of the time
and performance increased to 88 percent correct for stimuli that had been;" seen six times.

Poor encoding performance, as in the Moses et al. experi=ents, can be
attributed to the absence of a systematic relationship between words and
their abbreviations. This forces participants to rely upon rote =e=cry

-4-
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to perform the task. 7hat is, they have to learn every abbreviation
as well as its associa:io= to a wo:r. But if the abbreviations were
generated by a si=ple : wnizh the participants understood, then the
memory load would. be greatly reduced. Even for decoding, knowledge of the
abbreviation rule might help the participants in recalling the correct
word.

If knowing a rule helps participants to process abbreviations, then
the simpler the rule, the greater the benefit. But the si=pler the rule,
the greater the likelihood that it will produce the same abbreviation for
more than one word. For example, when using the truncation fixed-length
rule to abbreviate TRANSLATE and TRANSPORT, the resulting abbreviation,
TRAN, is identical for both items. To circumvent this problem, some
abbreviations will have to deviate from the rule (i.e., deviant
abbreviations).

When deviant abbreviations occur, rote memorization is reintroduced
into the task. Even if a simple secondary rule exists for generating the
deviant abbreviations, users have to learn which words are abbreviated
using the secondary rule. By default, all of the other abbreviations are
formed by the primary rule. Although the operator is still required to do

* some learning, the amount of learning is small.

To determine the value of teaching operators abbreviation rules, three
experiments were performed (a pilot study is reported in Moses et al.,
1980). These experiments tested different rules to determine their
ease of use. In addition, the experiments examined the problem of deviant
abbreviations. Finally, a method for representing common word suffixes
(i.e., ING, ED, and S) was created and tested. The experiments did not,

. however, investigate acronyms, e.g., "radar", "snafu," or the practice of
stringing together the initial letters of different words, e.g., "USA",
"IBM".

" . EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Three experiments were performed to investigate (a) people's subjective
*ratings of abbreviations, (b) their ability to encode words, a=; (c) their

ability to decode abbreviations.

Each experiment considered four variables: abbreviatio= teahzicue
(truncation or contraction), abbreviation length (fixed or variable), the
effect of incorporating endings (ING, ED, and S) into abre-iati_-=s, anc
the effect of intermixing abbreviations which were generated by an a:.re-
viation rule with those which were not (deviants). The same desigm was
used for each experiment and is shown in Figure 2.

Endings were incorporated into abbreviations by appending either a
D, or S, to those words having ING, ED, or S as a suffix. For a: reviations
formed by the truncation technique, the first few letters of the word were
retained as previously described, but then the appropriate suffix letter

-6-
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was added. A simi.ar rLL.e :c-zed abbrevia:ions by the contraction technique.
This rule made abbrevia:io s of words with the appropriate suffixes one
letter longer than abbreviat-ins o: equal length wor:s without the suffixes
(see Table I). Either C, "6, cr 33 percent of the abbreviations in each
condition incorporated endings.

Deviant abbreviations did not obey any of the four rules, i.e.,
truncation-fixed length (T-F), truncation-variable length (T-V), contraction-
fixed length (C-F), or contraction-variable le=gth (C-V). Overall, these
deviant abbreviations were unsystematic though "reasonable." Deviant
abbreviations never incorporated endings, and abbreviations that incorporated
endings were never deviant. Whatever percentage of abbreviations in a list
incorporated endings, then an equal percentage of other abbreviations were
deviant (e.g., if 33% of the stimuli incorporated endings, then another 33%
were deviant). Although the "endings" variable and the "deviation" variable
always co-occurred, they are quite distinctive. Thus, significant effects
found in the data could always be reasonably attributed to either one or
the other.

Each participant performed in only one of the 12 con:itions and
remained in that condition throughout the three experiments (rating,

*encoding, and decoding). Before performing the encoding and decoding
tasks, but not the rating task, participants were informed of the rules by
which the abbreviations were formed.

RATING EXPERIMENT

I' and In this experiment, participants were shown word-abbreviation pairs

and asked to rate the "goodness" of the abbreviations. The abbreviations
were formed by either the T-F, T-V, C-F or C-V method. Participants.were
not told about the abbreviation method. 'In addition, some of the abbreviations
incorporated endings and some were deviant.

Method

Participants. In response to a request for participants, - ilitary,
enlisted personnel were assigned to the experiment. They came fro= varied
backgrounds and occupational specialties. (Immediately pr:r t= this
experiment, the participants performed in a similar set cf experiments
where they rated, encoded, and decoded stimuli without kno-. in the rues
used to generate the abbreviations. This experiment is no: repc.tec
here.)

Materials. A set of terms (e.g., PENETRATE, NUCLEAR .AZ.iD used on
military command and control systems served as a source of s:i..i for
this experiment. To meet certain experimental requirements, szze
additional terms were added to this pool. All terms consisted of ei:her
one or two words, each word being five letters or longer in len;6th

From the pool of terms, 16 lists were constructed; the purpose for
having more lists than conditions is explained below. Each list consisted

-8-
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of 72 term-abbreviation pairs e.g., h TJE - PENE). When a term
consisted of two words, each wcrc was abbreviaed individually. The
abbreviation for the :e- was :hen fc--ed by joining.:he abbreviations for
the two words with a space between :hem (e.g., CzVZ jA E.JDGw - CIVI BRID).

Four lists were created by using one of the abbreviation methods (T-F,
T-V, C-F or C-V) to form all of the abbreviations in a list. These lists

.7.-, were labeled "(0)" since they contained no deviant abbreviations and no
abbreviations which incorporated endings (although some of the words did
end in ING, ED and S).

Another four lists, labeled "(16A)", were created out of the four (0)
lists. This was done by having endings incorporated into 16 percent of
the abbreviations and by making another 16 percent of the abbreviations
deviant. To assure the representativeness of the 16 percent condition, a
second set of four lists, labeled "(16B)", was created. These lists were
identical to the (16A) lists except that the terms having endings and the
terms with deviant abbreviations were different from those in the (16A)
lists.

. Finally, out of the four (0) lists, four lists labeled "(33)" were

constructed. In these lists, 33 percent of the abbreviations were deviant
and another 33 percent incorporated endings. In both the 16 and 33
percent conditions, an asterisk always appeared alongside each word-

.." abbreviation pair containing a deviant abbreviation (e.g., *ISL CC-DISL).
Examples of the four lists (i.e., 0, 16A, 16B, and 33) formed by using
the T-F abbreviation method are shown in Table 2. Lists fcrmed by the
T-V, C-F, and C-V methods were similarly constructed.

The 72-term-abbreviation pairs were typed on six pages. .oncside each
pair was a rating scale ranging from one to six. The digit one was
labeled "poor" and the digit six was labeled "excellent." -

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of :; groups,
with the restriction that 12 participants were assigned to eazh cf t'he
four (0) and four (33) lists, while 6 participants were assigned to each
of the four (16A) and four (16B) groups.

'; Participants were instructed to circle a number on the rating scaae to
indicate how well each abbreviation represented its correspncninc term.

* In addition, they were told to remember the term-abbreviatiz -airs because
they would be tested on them later. Participants were zo: 4f.-ez of the
rules used to generate the abbreviations in their lists an were zven
about 20 minutes to perform the task.

Results and Discussion

Within each list, there were three categories of sti=uli: ter-s where
the abbreviations followed a simple rule ("simple" stimuli), i.e., .- :,

T-V, C-F or C-V; terms having ING, ED or S as a suffix ("endi"
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and terms whose abbrevia ni=ns deviated from the simple rules ("deviant"
stimuli). Note that lists :), (1-6A), (16B), and (33) each had ending
stimuli although only the la:er three lists incorporated the endings into
the abbreviations. This is demonstrated in the third row of stimuli in
Table 2.

Since lists (16A) and (16B) were sin.ilarly designed, the data from
these two lists were pooled prior to the analyses for the three experiments.
This is justified by the fact that eight of =ine in=ependent t-tests
comparing performance between the lists showed no significant differences.

Figure 3 shows mean ratings broken down by stimulus categories:
* simple, ending, and deviant. Each category has three factors: abbreviation
." technique, abbreviation length, and percentage of abbreviations which

incorporated endings and which deviated from the si=ple abbreviation
rule (the same percentage for both). A three-factor analysis of variance
was performed on each stimulus category.

Rule Generated Abbreviations. For abbreviations formed by a simple
rule (simple stimuli), those formed by the contraction technique were
rated slightly but significantly higher than those formed by the truncation
technique (3.93 versus 3.56), F(1,132)-5.579 Z< .02. However, ratings for
simple stimuli were not affected by either the length of the abbre-
viations or the percentage of deviant abbreviations (or abbreviations with

" endings).1

Abbreviations Incorporating Endings. The mean rating for abbreviations
that incorporated endings (ending stimull) was higher w-ith the contraction

"* method than with the truncation method (3.92 versus 3.34), F(1,88)-8.59,
p< .01. However, there was no significant difference due to abbreviation
length and participants rated equally abbreviations that incorporated
endings (conditions 16 and 33) and those that did not (co-dition 0).

Deviant Abbreviations. Abbreviations which deviated fro= the
-% simple rule (deviant stimuli) were rated higher when they appeared in

a list of contraction abbreviations as opposed to a list c: r.--ncat:on
abbreviations (3.60 versus 3.04), F(1,88)-8.09, p< .01. This difference
is probably an artifact. Since contraction abbrevia:io=s were rated
higher than truncation abbreviations, this could have produzed a bias
towards higher ratings in the contraction lists. -bbreviatio= lenz:h
and proportion of deviant abbreviations had no signLfica=t efec: uno-

the ratings given deviant stimuli.

1 F ratios are not reported for main effects that were not statistica-ly

significant (i.e., Z> .05). In addition, interactions are -=e=:i-one ov
if they were statistically significant. Complete ANOVA tabe - s are repor:ed
in Appendices A, B, and C.
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Rule Generated Versus Devian: Abbreviatlons. For each of the eight

lists in conditions (~': and deviant abbreviations were rated
lower than rule generated abbreviations. Using a binomial distribution
(i.e., sign test for =atched pairs), the probability of this occurring
by chance is E - .008, two-tailed test. Thus, within a list of abbre-
viations generated by a simple rule, abbreviations that deviate from that
rule are not judged to be as "good.

Summary. Subjective ratings of abbreviations found contraction
abbreviations to be slightly preferred over truncation abbreviations.
On the other hand, there was no preference as to abbreviation length.
Also, participants had no preference regarding whether or not an ending
was incorporated into an abbreviation. As for abbreviations formed by a
rule, they were rated higher than abbreviations generated in an un-
systematic manner.

ENCODING EXPEIME'T

This experiment investigated the ability to encode words after learning
the rules used to generate abbreviations. After having studied the word-
abbreviation pairs during the rating experiment, participants were taught
the relevant abbreviation rules. In addition, participants in the
appropriate list conditions were taught how to incorporate endings into
abbreviations and were told that some abbreviations were deviant.

Method

Participants. The participants in this experiment were the same as
those in the rating experiment. Each participant served in the same
condition, e.g., T-F(O), C-V (16A), as he or she had served previousv.

Materials. From each of the lists used in the rating exDeri=en:,
half of the terms (but none of the abbreviations) were selecte . included
in these terms were half of those having abbreviations which incorporated
endings and half of those having abbreviations that were devianT. -hus -6
new lists, each containing 36 terms, were created. Ter-s whose a=:re-
viations were deviant had an asterisk before them (i.e., *aSs.), as
had been the case in the rating experiment.

* -The 36 terms in a list were typed on four pages. Aion.si-e eazh
term was a space in which participants could write the correspziig
abbreviation.

Procedure. Participants were given written instructions on how to
generate abbreviations (e.&., "Generate abbreviations by retaining the
first four letters of a word . .'). The instructions were unique to
the participant's condition (T-F, T-V, C-F, or C-V). For articipa:ts in
conditions (16) and (33), the instructions also described how endi- gs were

-13-
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to be incorporated into abbreviations. In addition, these instructions
mentioned that some of the terms had abbreviations which deviated from the
simple rule and that each of :hese terms was marked with an asterisk. The
participant was told that the correct abbreviations for these marked (i.e.,
deviant) terms were the ones seen previously in the rating experiment.
To help them understand the instructions, participants were given practice
terms to encode. After completing the practice, they were tested on their
ability to encode 36 items. During the test, participants were allowed
to refer to the written instructions describing how to generate abbre-
viations. Participants were given approximately 20 ninutes to read the
abbreviation rules, perform the practice trials, and complete the test.

Results and Discussion

The encoding task was analyzed in the same manner as the rating
experiment.2 Figure 4 shows the mean percentages of correctly encoded
terms.

Rule Generated Abbreviations. For terms to be encoded using rules
(simple stimuli), encoding performance was significantly better with the
truncation technique than with the contraction technique (.87 vs .64),
F(l,132)-26.56, ?< .001. This can be attributed to the fact that trun-
cation is a simpler rule than contraction. In contraction, the partici-
pants must distinguish vowels from consonants while in truncation, the
participants need simply count off the first few letters. There were no
significant differences due to abbreviation length or proportion of terms
with deviant abbreviations. Although none of the two-way interactions
were significant, there was a significant three-way interaction,

SF(2,132)-3.69, y< .05. The interpretation of such an interaction is
* unclear.

Abbreviations Incorporating Endings. When endings were i=cor-porated
into abbreviations, encoding performance was marginally better with
truncation than with contraction (.62 vs .52), F(1,88)-3.63, p< .i.
However, it was easier to ignore a word's ending (.72 correct in condition
0) than it was to incorporate it into an abbreviation (.57 correct in
conditions 16 and 33), F(2,132)-4.62, y<. 02. Finally, when enco4inM te s
with endings, there was no significant difference due to abbreviation
length.

Deviant Abbreviations. Analysis indicated that perfor-a=ce did not:
depend upon the proportion of deviant abbreviations in the I/s:, or upon
the length or technique used to abbreviate the other ter-s in the I/s..
There was, however, a significant three-way interaction, F(i,SE)-7.C5, p<
.01.

2 The encoding and the decoding experiments were analyzed using both
raw scores and scores transformed by the arcsin transformation. For two
interactions, an effect that was barely significant using the raw scores
was not significant using the arcsin transformation. These two izer-
actions are thus not reported. The statistics reported in the paper are
based on the raw scores.
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" Rule Generatedi rsus Devian: Abbreviations. For all of the eight
lists in conditions .d6 anc l), par:icipan=:s were better at encoding
terms whose abbrevia:ion-s fowec a rule than ir. producing abbreviations

that followed no rule. (This d:fference can be reasonably attributed to
knowledge of the rule and no: to orthographic or other differences between
the two sets of abbreviations. See General Discussion.) Using the binomial
distribution, the probability of this occurring by chance is p - .008,
two-tailed test.

Summary. When participants knew the abbreviation rules, truncation
abbreviations were easier to produce than contraction abbreviations. In

" addition, it did not matter if the abbreviations were fixed or variable in
* length. But performance was poorer when endings had to be incorporated

.- into abbreviations. As for terms whose abbreviations were deviant, their
presence did not affect the encoding of terms which followed a rule.
However, terms having deviant -abbreviations were marked with an asterisk.
This will be discussed again later. Finally, the encoding of terms whose

*. abbreviations followed a rule was superior to the encoding of terms whose
-" abbreviations did not.

DECODING EXPERIMENT

* The final experiment investigated the ability to decode abbreviations
when the rules used to generate the abbreviations are knon. A-so examined

. was the performance on both deviant abbreviations and abbreviations
* which incorporated endings.

Method

-" Participants. The same participants performed in the decoding
.7 experiment as had performed in the prior two experimeuts. Each participant

served in the same condition as he or she had served previousl-.

Materials. Each list used in the rating experiment had ;reviousv
been split in half (see Encoding Experiment). The present experinent
utilized the half lists not used for the encoding experimemt. £rn.y the
abbreviations (and not the terms) from these half lists were use-.

For each of the 16 conditions, a list of 36 abbreviations was cmed.
Each list contained the appropriate percentage of abbreviatic=_s which
incorporated endings and the appropriate percentage of devia=: abbreviations.
Deviant abbreviations always appeared with an asterisk before the= (e.g.,
*DISL). The items used in the decoding experiment were different fro= the
items used in the encoding experiment. All items, though, had appeared in
the rating experiment.

The 36 abbreviations for each list were typed on three pages. Alonn-
side each abbreviation was a space for writing the term represented by the
abbreviation.
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Procedure. Partici a=t:s were given approximately 15 minutes to decode

the words. Par:icipan:s retainec the instruction sheets given to them in

the encoding experime=:, wnich cescribec the rules fcr generating abbreviations.

Results and Discussion

Responses were scored in two ways. One method, strict scoring,
considered a response correct only if it was identical cc the word seen in
the rating experiment. The second method, liberal scoring, considered a
response correct even if it was misspelled or if it contained a different
ending (e.g., ING, S, ED). As an example, consider the abbreviation PENE
which had been paired with PENLTRATE in the :-F condition during the rating

task. If the participant's response to this stimulus was PENATRATES, the
response was marked incorrect under strict scoring and correct under

liberal scoring.

The decoding data were analyzed in the same manner as the data in
the previous two experiments. Figures 5 and 6 show the mean percentage of
abbreviations that were correctly decoded using liberal and strict scoring,
respectively.

Rule Generated Abbreviations (Liberal Scoring). Using liberal scoring,
truncation and contraction abbreviations were decoded equally well (.63 and

.59, respectively). Additionally, the ability to correctly decode a rule
generated abbreviation did not depend on how many deviant abbreviations
appeared in the list. However, variable length abbreviations were slightly

"- easier to decode than fixed length ones (.65 versus .57, respectively>,
F(1,132)-8.21, p< .01. This can be accounted for by the fact that variable

. length abbreviations had as many or more letters than corresponding fixed
length abbreviations.

There was also a significant interaction between the r'.!e used to
generate abbreviations and the presence of deviant abbreviati3ns,
F(2,132)-4.77, y< .01. Performance on contraction abbrevia:ics was superior
to performance on truncation abbreviations when there were no dev an:

* abbreviations in the list (.68 versus .62 correct for lists C'. But the
' situation reversed for lists containing deviant abbreviatiozs (.52 versus

.68 correct for lists 33). Thus, truncation appears tc be a bet:er az:-e-
viation technique when deviant abbreviations are present.

, rule Rule Generated Abbreviations (Strict Scoring). hen nerfor--nce on
rule generated abbreviations was analyzed using strict scorioz, a!- -.-e
significant effects described above were again 'ound. owever, wtrh strict
scoring, there was a statistically significant effect due cc az rvi-tion
technique. Overall, abbreviations formed by truncation were easier to
decode than abbreviations formed by contraction (.54 versus..-E),

F(1,132)'4.53, y< .05. This slight superiority of truncation arpears to
result from the fact that it is easier to correctly spell a word when given
its first few letters as opposed to its first few consonants. ;.ne=
spelling, people may be more likely to err on a vowel than on a ccnscnant

-.-- as the former are less distinctive. Since truncation abbrevia:ion-s contain
vowels, words decoded from them would more often be spelled corre:zt:.
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To probe this hypothesis, spelhin errors from a small subset of the
decoding data were exa ed : the contraction conditions, there were six
times as many errors involving vowels as consonants. The corresponding
ratio was only one to one in the truncation conditions.

Relationship Between Decoding Performance and Rating Scores. In
order to determine how well a participant's ra:ing of a term-abbreviation
pair correlated with his or her ability to decode the abbreviation, 2 x 2
contingency tables were created. A separate contingency table was
constructed for each participant in condition (0) (thus only rule generated
abbreviations were considered). One axis of the table divided decoding
responses into correct and incorrect. The other axis divided ratings
(taken from the rating experiment) into "high" and "low". A high rating
was defined as above the mean rating given by that participant. For each
abbreviation that a participant had to rate and decode, an entry was made
in the contingency table. Contingency tables in which the marginal sum of
any individual column or row was less than four were not examined, as the
data were unsuitable for computing correlations.

Two correlations were computed for each participan:, the phi coefficient
and the tetrachoric coefficient. The latter coefficient has the advantage
of being less sensitive to how a variable (i.e., high-lou rating) is
dichotomized. However, it also has a relatively high standard error
(Guilford, 1950, p. 332-339). From the individual correlation coefficients,
a median was computed for each list condition. This was done separately
from strict and liberal scoring and with the phi and tetrachoric coefficients.
Not one of the medians for any condition exceeded 0.4. Thus, a participant's
rating of an abbreviation is not a good indicator of whether he or she will
decode it correctly.

Abbreviations Incorporating Endings. The ability to decode abbre-
viations incorporating endings (ending stimuli) was analyzed using strict
sqoring only. The results show that truncation abbreviations are correctly
decoded more often than contraction abbreviations (,.58 versus .4.5),
F(l,88)-6.04, y< .02. As discussed above, this is probably due to the
spelling assistance provided by the presence of vowels in truunation abbre-
viations. The data also show that in decoding abbreviations that incorporate
endings, participants are much more likely to correctly produce the ending
of a word (.52 correct in conditions 16 and 33) than when decoding abbre-
viations that do not incorporate endings (.12 correct in condiioz 0),
E(2,132)-52.21, E< .001. Thus,.the-system for incorporatin& endi=gs in
abbreviations is effective during decoding although it'was detrime=tal
during encoding. However, there was no significant effect due tc abbre-
viation length.

Deviant Abbreviations (Liberal Scoring). Decoding perf -or=e on
deviant abbreviations improved as the proportion of deviant abbreviations
in the list increased, F(1,88)-9.71, y< .01. Thus, deviant a*:reviations
in lists (33) were correctly decoded 2 percent of the ti=e while for lists
(16), the score was 29 percent correct. The greater experience wi:h
processing deviant abbreviations in condition (33) probably accounts for
this superiority in performance. There were no other significant effects.

- 20 -
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Deviant Abbreviations Stric: Scring). The effects reported for
liberal scoring were a-ls" fund for s:ri::t scorig. In addition, there was
a significant interaction between the abbreviation technique used on the
rule generated abbreviations in the list and the proportion of deviant
abbreviations, F(1,88)-5.55, p< .05. In condition (i-), deviant abbre-
viations within contraction lists were easier to decode than those within
truncation lists. The opposite was true for condition (33). The inter-

* pretation of this interaction is unclear but it appears to be related to a
similar interaction reported earlier for rule generated abbreviations.

Rule Generated Versus Deviant Abbreviations. For each of the eight
lists in conditions (16) and (33), rule generated abbreviations were
correctly decoded more often than were deviant abbreviations. This was

7 true for both strict and liberal scoring. Using the binomial distribution,
the probability of this occurring by chance is p - .00S, two-tailed test.
Thus, abbreviations formed by rules were easier to decode than abbreviations

" for which there were no rules.

Summary. When participants knew the abbreviation rules, there were

no major differences in the ability to decode abbreviations generated by
the truncation and contraction techniques. Truncation, however, was
superior in the presence of abbreviations which did not follow a rule.
Also, the spelling of a word decoded from a truncation abbreviation was
more likely to be correct than one decoded from a contraction abbreviation.
As for abbreviation length, variable length abbreviations were decoded more
often than fixed length ones. But the former were also longer and that
probably accounts for the difference. With regard to the method used for
incorporating endings into abbreviations, it did result in making those
endings easier to decode. Finally, rule generated abbreviations were
decoded more often than were deviant abbreviations.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Teaching Operators the Rules

These experiments studied abbreviation performance when par:icipants
knew the abbreviation rules. This can be contrasted to the -.oses et
al. (1980) experiments in which participants had no knowlecge of the
abbreviation rules. For encoding, the best performance tha: they fcund was
62 percent correct for truncation-variable length abbreviatics a-ter six
exposures to the stimuli. In comparison, the present pe rinn:: f=t
81 percent correct with the same abbreviation technique and a= even bet:er
92 percent correct for truncation-fixed length abbreviations hXoses e: -

did not test the latter technique). This result confir-s that abbreviations
formed by a simple rule are easier to encode when operators k-ow the rule.

The advantage of knowing the rule can also be seen when co=paria
rule generated to nonsystematically generated (deviant) abreviat:=:s.
In the Moses et al. experiments, truncation-variable length abbreviations
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were no better than A.-" a-.-evia:ions, which are nonsystematic. The
same two sets of abbreviations were tested in the present experiments where
participants knew the rules. Here, the tIruncation-variable length abbre-
viations were easier to encode than the nonsystematic ones. Thus, the
improvement in performance is due to the participant's knowledge of the

*. rules and not to orthographic or other differences in the stimuli themselves.

However, knowledge of the abbreviation rules did not facilitate
decoding. In the present decoding experiment, performance on both truncation-
variable length and contraction-variable length abbreviations was about 66

* percent correct. In the Moses et al. experiment, where participants did
not know the rules, participants also performed equally well on these
techniques, with performance ranging from 70 percent correct after one
exposure to the stimuli to 88 percent correct after six exposures. This
better performance might be due to the fact that the Moses et al. variable
length rule created longer abbreviations on the average. In addition, the
study phase for the two experiments were different as were some other
factors.

There was one important decoding difference in the results reported
by the two experiments. Moses et al. found no differences in decoding
performance for rule generated and nonsystematically generated abbreviations.
However, the present experiment found deviant abbreviations to be at a
distinct disadvantage. Thus, the participant's knowledge of rules might
interfere with his or her ability to decode abbreviations which do not
follow the rules.

- Choosing an Abbreviation Rule

The present experiments found truncation to be the better abbreviation
technique. This was quite clear in the encoding task and marginally true
in the decoding task. But the superiority of truncation over coztraction

" might be even greater outside the laboratory. In the above experi=e=ts,
participants had ample time and no distractions. Also, they saw each word
instead of hearing it or mentally conceiving it. But most working environ-
ments are not so favorable. Contraction is a relatively difficult rule to

* apply as compared to truncation. If operators had to apply it to words not
written on a piece of paper, or when under heavy stress, then the difference

-.. in performance between truncation and contraction would probably be even
greater. However, as operators became more experienced, th- difference
would diminish.

Likewise, other experimenters have reported truncation abbreviations
to be equal to or superior to abbreviations formed by other tezhnic.ues.
Moses et al. (1980) and Moses and Potash (1979) report this for both

* encoding and decoding for participants who did not know :he rules.
' Likewise, Schneider, Hirsh-Pasek, and Nudelman (19B1) report the sa-me for
- encoding but not decoding. Using response time measures, Rogers and
" Moeller (1981) found that with practice, truncation abbreviations are

decoded faster than nonsystematically generated (Navy) abbreviatiozs.
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Despite the a.parent suneriori:v of truncation, a potential dis-
advantage revolves around the question of how many a=*i guous abbreviations
are produced by the truncation technique (Ehrenreich, in preparation). If

. there are many ambiguous abbreviations, then operators would be forced to-
learn numerous exceptions to the rule. The inherent limitations of a
single abbreviation rule are further discussed below.

Although the present encoding experiments exposed no preference
for fixed length as opposed to variable length abbreviations, this finding
is probably not valid outside the laboratory. In the above experiments,
participants saw the words written out and this might not be the case in a
working environment. Since the variable length abbreviation method requires
that an individual correctly count the number of letters in a word, it
would probably lead to more errors than the fixed length method. It thus
seems wiser to use fixed length abbreviations, particularly in situations
where users are taught the abbreviation rules and where encoding performance

.* is important.

The last issue examined in these experiments was the ability to
-* incorporate endings (ING, ED and S) into abbreviations. This was done by

adding either a G, D or S, as appropriate, to the end of an abbreviation.
Performance with this technique was mixed. Although participants were more
apt to correctly represent the ending when they decoded abbreviations, they
were also more likely to err when encoding a word which had an ending.
Unless it is crucial to the understanding of the message, it seems wiser to
not incorporate endings into abbreviations. In many instances, extra space
will have to be reserved on the screen and in computer memory to allow for
the few instances where endings are important. In addition, use of endings
will complicate the abbreviation rules the users must learn. Therefore,
when there are only a few words for which endings are critical, it would be
better that these words not be abbreviated.

Limitations of a Single Abbreviation Rule

A single rule sometimes generates the same abbreviatic for different
words. When this occurs, a way must be found to disa .ig-ate the abbre-
viations. One solution is to apply a second rule. For exa=:!e, the
truncation-fixed length technique might be chosen as the -ri-r- abbre-
viation rule for a list of words which include PROVIDE a - But
the abbreviations produced by these two words are identizal, i.e., FRZV, A
second rule, e.g., contraction-fixed length, could then be use.:o a revlate
these few words.

but using two abbreviation rules places a memory load on operatcrs.
They must learn which words are abbreviated by the seco-d'ary rule. By
default, all remaining words are abbreviated by the pri=ary r--i thI ar rue he

number of words abbreviated by the secondary rule is s=-', then this
elimination process would not be too difficult. In any case, the amou-t of
learning required by this technique is much less than the a= tu of lea-ning
required when a unique abbreviation for each word must be learned.
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One way to help the o. era:or remember which abbreviations were formed
by a secondar" rule is to mark :hem. In the above experiments, an asterisk

was placed before those abbreviations that were not generated by the
primary rule. Likewise, computer software can be designed so that an
asterisk appears before such abbreviations. Then, when users encounter
abbreviations that they must decode, they will know by what rule it had
been formed.

However, there is no practical method for marking words to
indicate how they are to be encoded. When an individual is tasked with
entering a statement into a computer, he or she must decide whether the
primary or secondary abbreviation rule is appropriate. This decision can
be made by looking up the words in a manual or by having previously
learned the information. In the encoding experiment, the information was
artifically affixed to the word by attaching an asterisk. Thus the experi-
ment does not really tell us how successfully operators can learn to use a
primary and secondary rule when encoding words.

The problem created by using a secondary rule can be minimized by
judiciously avoiding words which have identical abbreviAtions under the
primary rule. Although it may not be possible to eliminite all such words,

* their number can be kept small by replacing them with synonyms. This
is not to suggest that words strongly embedded in the operator's job
related vocabulary should be arbitrarily changed. But insofar as a vocabu-
lary is being established for use on the system, some leeway in the choice
of words is bound to be present. This would minimize the amount of learning
required of the operator.

Looking back at the high performance observed in the encoding experiment,
one can see that it is an overestimate of what to expect in a realistic
situation. Since deviant abbreviations were marked with an asterisk, the
observed encoding performance represents at best what n.ight be expected if
an individual had perfect knowledge of which words were -o be atoreviated
using the simple rule. For less skilled users, this wou-i =o: be true and
encoding performance would be lower. (Further discussion of trhis matter can
be found in Ehrenreich, in preparation.) The same statece-: is =c: true for
the decoding performance observed in the experiment. It is legiti te to
assume that the system can be programmed to show deviant a'-revia:ions with
an asterisk or other marking.

There are other solutions to the problem of a single ruse generating
identical abbreviations for different words. One possibili"-t-.- Is f r he
operator to type only as much of the initial portion of the wcrc as is

needed to uniquely identify it (i.e., the minimu-:o-disti-.-_-ish techniue
described previously). For example, if TRANSPORT were the o-'v wzrd
beginning with a T, then the operator need only type T to enter the word.
However, if TRANSLATE were-also in the computer's lexicon, then as a
minimum, TRANSP would need to be entered to uniquely identify the word.
This is equivalent to a truncation-variable length rule but t-:n the
length depending on the orthographic uniqueness of a word. Bu: :he minl-u-to-
distinguish technique also places a memory load on the operator who has
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to remember how man-y let:ers must be entered for each word. Thus, this
-." technique has the same drawbazk as the technique of using a primary and

secondary rule. The more words being abbreviated, the greater the like-
lihood that some will have their first few letters in common. The question
then is, which system results in faster learning and longer retention by
the operator? Further comparison of the above two techniques can be found
in Ehrenreich (in preparation).

Another possible solution to the problem of ambiguous abbreviations
is to assure that they always occur in mutually exclusive modes of
operation.3 For example, the abbreviation C can represent either the
COPY command or the CHANGE command. But since COPY might occur in the
job control mode while CHANGE occurs only in the text edit mode, this
sameness of abbreviation presents no practical problem. Likewise, even in
the same. operating mode, it is possible for two words to have identical
abbreviations and yet be so syntactically and semantically disimilar that
they can be disambiguated by the contexts in which they occur. In a query
language situation, where the number and variety of permissible sentences
is large, programming such a capability may involve a greater investment in

*software than is warranted by the problem. But the situation may be
-different when the operator is filling-in-the-blanks on a "form" being

displayed on the video display terminal. Here, the exchange between
. operator and computer is restricted and words with identical abbreviations

might only occur as responses to different questions. In such cases, the
system can easily identify the correct meaning of an abbreviation since the
alternative is not a permissible option. Thus, identical abbreviations may
be acceptable, eliminating the need for a secondary abbreviation rule.

'. Guidelines

Based upon the preceding discussion, a set of guidelines are presented
in Table 3. These guidelines are an extrapolation, in praztical terms, of
the results from these and other experiments on abbrevia:ions.

The basic premise of these guidelines is that operators can work
with abbreviations more effectively if they understand how they were
created. One way to effect this knowledge is to generate a=oreviazions via
a primary and secondary rule. The primary rule is used to abbreviate the
great majority of words and the secondary rule is used as a Dazku=.
Many forms of primary and secondary rules can be suggested; for exampple,
truncation-fixed length as a primary rule and contraction-fixed ength
as a secondary rule. In fact, the minimum-to-distinguish r-..e is sin:>l'
a primary rule with a reiterative secondary rule, i.e., prirar rle--
use the first letter of a word to abbreviate it; seconrar" ru.e-f the
abbreviation is not unique, add another letter (repeat secozda-y rle as
necessary).

3 This consideration was brought to my attention by Robert Soiick.
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3

GL ZL 5 F$i &iGi:;J KA ABBREVIATIONS

1. A simple, primary rule should be used to generate abbreviations for
most items and a simple, secondary rule used for those items where
there is a conflict.

2. Abbreviations generated by the secondary rule should have a marker
(e.g., an asterisk) incorporated into them.

3. The number of words abbreviated by the secondary rule should be
kept to a minimum.

7-
- 4. Operators should be familiar with the rules used to generate

abbreviations.

5. Truncation is an easy rule for operators to work with but it may
also produce a large number of identical abbreviations for different
words.

6. Fixed length abbreviations are preferable to variable length ones.

7. Abbreviations should not be designed to incorporate endings (e.g.,
'." ING, ED, S).

Although the question of which primary and secondary rule is best
has not been answered, three criteria are obvious. First, the rules must be
easy for an operator to understand. Second, they must be simple to apply,

*preferably without the aid of paper and pencil. And finally, the primary
rule should be able to abbreviate uniquely all but a few cf the wcrds. Any
reasonable choice for a pair of rules, even if they are not the "best," is
sure to produce encoding performance that is superior to the perfor-ance
obtained by using nonsystematic abbreviations.

Although it is also desirable to improve decoding perfc : --- e, =one
of the techniques tested here had any effect. Fortunza:ey, deco-n
appears to be intrinsically easy, with a learning curve that rea:hes a high
level after-only a few trials. As reported earlier, partntpa-:s i= the
Moses et al. (1980) experiments were able to correctly de:o-e -:e stinul
70 percent of the time after one exposure and 88 percent cf the ti-e after
six exposures.

The guidelines presented here cannot stand alone, and a h-.an actors
specialist or system designer must still consider the individua: system and
its operators when adopting them. But hopefully this paper and its sguie-
lines provide a body of information and a set of options that w he. fn
developing "user-oriented" abbreviations for automated sys tems.
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